
Only 25% of the nation’s 1.2 
million low-income, first-generation 
college enrollees will graduate and 
attain a quality first job or go to 
graduate school. That means about 
a million college students every year 
are not yet on a path to maximize 
their potential. 

Braven works with first-
generation and low-income college 
students at large public universities, 
supporting their transition into jobs 
and careers worthy of their degrees. 
The organization aims to empower 
students with the skills, confidence, 
experiences, and networks necessary 

to move from college to the kinds 
of strong first jobs that can lead to 
meaningful careers and lives of impact. 
In addition to San Jose, California  
Braven also serves youth in Chicago  
and Newark.

Through PropelNext, Braven is 
becoming more of a learning, data-
driven organization by taking a closer 
look at its target population at each 
stage of the program to maximize 
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“[PropelNext] helped us push  
to get more specific on our 
target audience.”



impact. Braven is working to ensure the students 
who need their services the most have access to 
them, especially after the initial course.

Andrea Schwartz Boone, the Bay Area 
executive director of Brave in San Jose,  
explained how her organization is helping to 
address this disparity:

“[PropelNext] helped us push to get more 
specific on our target audience,” Schwartz said.  
“We had been very clear from the beginning 
that we work with college students at 4-year 
universities who are either first in their family 
to go to college, on Pell grants, or identify as 
students of color, and that to us had felt  
very specific.”

With the help of PropelNext, Braven is 
building and testing a new professional post-
course mentoring program. “Once we got 
accepted [into the program],” Schwartz continued, 

“we asked ourselves ‘how can we really take 
advantage and maximize the opportunity?’ And  
we decided to focus on building out the post-
course experience.”

By looking more closely at their data, 
Braven identified that a particular subset of 
students – those with a GPA below 3.0, in a social 
science major, and with less than two internship 
experiences – would benefit most from the 
program. “That level of specificity has allowed 
us to then ensure that the students who need 
it the most are getting access to this specific 
intervention, as opposed to the entire group of 
800+ students,” Schwartz said. 

With an eye to the future, Braven recently 
launched a four-year growth plan with the goal 
of optimizing and scaling their model at existing 
universities from 250 students a year to 1,000. 
In order to scale properly, Braven is working 
with PropelNext to ensure it has the data and 
infrastructure necessary to understand how to 
better support students throughout their post-
course experience at scale. “It’s really nice to 
have the ability to learn and then apply across all 
of our sites,” said Braven founder and CEO Aimée 
Eubanks Davis.

PropelNext is a program of the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation that helps 
promising nonprofits convert their passion for serving disadvantaged youth into 
data-driven insights and practices that increase their impact on young people’s 
lives. This is a look into Braven, a PropelNext grantee in their Northern California 
2021 cohort, and the organization’s experience thus far in the program. The David 
& Lucile Packard Foundation is the co-investor for Braven.

“That level of specificity has 
allowed us to then ensure that 
the students who need it the 
most are getting access to this 
specific intervention.”


